AGENDA
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 2015

9:00 - 9:30  Welcome and Meet your Fellow CAMPers,  *Katie Fridell and Matt Synatschk*

9:30 – 10:30  Identifying and Designating Historic Resources:
Every preservation commission faces issues of determining what resources can and should be protected through local designation. This session deals with all aspects of identifying and designating resources. Topics include conducting historic resource surveys and using the information collected to determine eligibility for designation, drawing and defending district boundaries, and the legal aspects of the designation process.  *Matt Synatschk*

10:30 – 10:45  Break

10:45 – 12:00  Preservation Planning for Local Commissions:
Planning for the resource, the commission, and the community. A preservation commission is most effective when its work is a part of the larger local planning process. Good planning can also strengthen grant applications and bring in money to the community.  *Matt Synatschk*

12:00 – 12:30  Wrap-up and Q & A